
Day 10 – Friday 3rd April 2020 

Hi Fab 5s! Can you believe that it’s the last day of the week already? Nearly time for the Easter Bunny!!!! Here are 

your tasks and challenges for today so read them carefully and try your best with each one. Remain a proud learner! 

Subject Task 

Maths 1. Multiplication challenge 

2. Roll a dice or use number cards to create a mixture of numbers with 3, 4 and 5-digits in them. The 

last two digits of all the numbers must be in the tenths and hundredths columns. Eg 3.84, 12.06, 

708.17. (Swap a digit for a zero sometimes) What new number do you need to add to your created 

ones to make the next whole number? Eg 3.84 + 0.16 = 4; 12.06 + 0.94 = 13.  

3. Create a different set of original numbers. What new number do you need to add to them to get to 

the next multiple of 10? Eg 4.17 + 5.83 = 10; 36.75 + 3.25 = 40 

Extension: create 6 and 7-digit numbers. What do you add to get to the next multiple of 100, 1000? 

English Finish and edit your story. Check for punctuation, spelling and good, effective use of description. 

Read it out aloud to your parents to help you ‘hear’ where to improve it. Write it out again if you think 

it will make it look neater. Remember to read your book too, both to yourself and an adult! 

Science Help to cook a meal today. Make a note of any reversible and irreversible changes that occur when 

the food is cooked. Do this for another meal if cooking is not possible or planned for today. 

Physical If you go for a walk or bike ride, see if you can spot any things that begin 

with the remaining 16 letters of the alphabet. Take pictures of them or 

just record in your book what you see. Have fun and stay safe! 

Join in with the Joe 

Wicks 9.00am School 

Workout on YouTube.  

Challenge Can you answer all the questions in our weekly quiz? Do it with you family, either in teams or 

individually if you like. Answers tomorrow. 

Good luck, enjoy and stay safe! 

 


